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DBA Lunch & Learn – May 17, 2021 
Patriot 

Kirstin: Welcome everyone to May's lunch and learn. First, let me make sure that you all 
can hear me and see our screen. If you can pop that into the Q&A box and let me 
know. Oh, I guess though because I'm seeing hi Kirstin. So, can y'all hear me okay 
and see our screen? Okay. Awesome. See and hear, wonderful. Yay, awesome. 
Okay. Well, today we have Scott Nelson with Patriot who is going to be 
presenting for us. Scott is a pioneering leader with a rare gift for connecting 
people together to accomplish unique and exciting tasks. He has successfully 
founded a socially beneficial investment fund, raised over $600,000 for 
charitable organizations and launched no less than seven different community 
groups. 

Kirstin: Professionally, Scott uses his pioneering leadership to create partnerships with 
accounting professionals in their firms helping them to launch or grow their 
payroll business through Patriot software. And today he is going to be talking 
about how to find clients. Not just grow your business, but actually find clients 
using payroll. So, we are thrilled to have you with us Scott and I will just let you 
take over from here. 

Scott: Thank you, Kirstin. Pleasure to be with you all here today. I do want to use a little 
bit of that pioneering background that I have to suggest some ways today that 
you can really pioneer your business and grow your practice and be an 
entrepreneur who is out there finding great clients. And I do want to speak to 
how payroll can actually be a part of that for you. I'm a big believer in setting 
agendas. So here is kind of the summary for where we're going to go today. Four 
key points that I want to cover for you. 

Scott: The first is going to basically be able to say, listen, you never know exactly how 
growth is going to happen for your business. So, I'm going to suggest multiple 
different strategies for you to use and experience. But point number two there, 
you will definitely grow toward your sun. And I'll tell you what that means in just 
a bit. You can see I'm continuing kind of the plant metaphor here. With point 
number three, you will also grow upon the trellises you build. And hopefully by 
the end, I will successfully convince you that payroll should be one of your 
trellises. 

Scott: Let me launch into point one, you never know exactly how you will grow. And to 
put this into maybe slightly more academic terms, I'd like to suggest to you that 
the iteration of experimentation is the key to finding great clients. So, iteration 
of experimentation, underlined there. Repeating different experiments to try to 
see what works to find clients is what I would suggest is a great way forward for 
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you. Allow me to illustrate. In my life, this is one of my previous homes where I 
used to live in the suburbs of Chicago. I was the top right window there. 

Scott: While living in this condo building, I felt a call in my life to be a community 
builder, to connect people together, to make this little condo like a super 
friendly place to live. And my wife and I, we tried so many things to build a kind 
of comradery and community with our neighbors. We did progressive dinners 
where you do a dinner at each person's house. We had Christmas parties and 
barbecues. And absolutely nothing worked. We tried so many different things 
and nothing happened. Like our neighbors just wouldn't attend or they actually 
disliked us after coming to our party. Nothing was working for us. 

Scott: And so, we just continued to experiment. We really felt like our call-in life was to 
connect people together. And so, we kind of had to pivot. We kind of gave up on 
this condo building here and just said, you know what, what we have to bring to 
the table isn't working here. And we kind of stumbled into board gaming. We 
really enjoyed playing strategy-based board games. You can see me there on the 
left in the blue shirt maybe playing with a bunch of people there. And we ended 
up starting this board game group in Chicago. And whereas our neighbors would 
never really reciprocate our invitations, never really connected with us, this 
board game group took off and hundreds of people started coming to these 
events we would throw to play board games and all this community started to 
happen. 

Scott: When we moved here to Ohio where we live now, we continued to experiment 
with how we could connect people together. We found that board games didn't 
really work for us in Ohio. Instead, it was something called Flamingo Fridays. 
Every Friday between Memorial Day and Labor Day, my wife and I host 
neighborhood happy hour. Out in front in somebody's front yard, you put a 
group of flamingos. You tell people where it's going to be and people bring their 
own lawn chairs and their own drinks and they hangout for two hours and then 
they go home. Dozens upon dozens of neighbors come to this. We can't get 
people to play board games here, but we can get people to do Flamingo Friday. 

Scott: Essentially what my wife and I have learned is that we have to continuously 
experiment how to fulfill this calling that we feel to connect people together, to 
create communities that people aren't so isolated. And over the years, we've 
essentially come to follow the principle that I first learned in the Marshmallow 
Challenge. If you've never seen the Ted Talk on the Marshmallow Challenge, I 
encourage you to Google this and go find it. Essentially in the Marshmallow 
Challenge, you're given 18 minutes on a team to build the tallest structure, you 
can see a structure there, that you can using 20 sticks of spaghetti, some tape, 
some string, and the marshmallow needs to be supported on the top. 
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Scott: They've run this challenge thousands of times across the world and there's some 
really interesting lessons that have come to be learned from this. One really 
interesting lesson is that kindergartners perform well above the average. They 
outpace business students and CEOs. Kindergartners will build structures well 
beyond the average height of adults almost all the time. And the reason for this 
is that the kindergartners will try five different structures in that 18 minutes. 
Most adults will only try one structure. Kindergartners iterate, they experiment, 
they try five different things. Adults spend all their time planning one model and 
often that model doesn't work. 

Scott: So, my personal story, the Marshmallow Challenge, I think encourage us as 
business people to think about how do we iterate experimentations in our 
business? How do we try different things to see what will work? Here are a list of 
some things that you might try to find great clients. You might encourage word 
of mouth from all your friends and family, everybody you can think of. "Hey, tell 
people I've got this great bookkeeping business." You might ask for referrals. You 
can try social media, Facebook, LinkedIn, Instagram, et cetera. I would strongly 
encourage you to make what I call multiple cold-contacts. Email people, call 
people, perhaps even go door to door, connect with people on LinkedIn. 

Scott: We here at Patriot, we use a system to help us track. I want to send an email to 
somebody on day one. If they don't reply, I'll follow up with a call on day three. 
And if they don't reply to that, I'll call on day four, I'll follow on LinkedIn on day 
five. You should definitely have a strategy for how to generate new business this 
way. Maybe you can create content: YouTube videos, newsletters, blogs. You 
could utilize networks, business referral networks, sponsorships, online 
directories. 

Scott: My point here is as we get started that everybody wants to find great clients. I'm 
in tons of social media groups about bookkeeping and payroll accounting and the 
most common question I see is, how do I find clients? How do I find great 
clients? How do I find the clients I'm looking for? And what I've learned in life is 
that you need to be flexible, innovative, have imagination. Try different things, 
see what works for you. And when it works, keep doing more of that thing that is 
working. That is point number one for me. And Kirstin, I do believe we'll be 
taking some questions along the way. She'll interrupt me, quite politely I believe. 
If you have any questions, do go ahead and ask them and I'll be happy to clarify a 
principle for you. But please, as you seek to grow your business, try different 
things. Don't put all your eggs in one basket. See what works for you and your 
clients. 

Scott: First, you'll never know exactly how you're going to grow, but two, you will 
definitely grow toward your sun. And there's this neat little principle in science 
called the heliotropic principle. The heliotropic principle basically states that a 
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plant will grow toward the sun. Helio meaning sun, I think tropic meaning 
growth. So heliotropic, the plants will grow toward the sun. And there have been 
some business-minded folks who have said actually that businesses and 
organizations, they grow toward their kind of individual sun. 

Scott: This first was highlighted for me through appreciative inquiry, which you can see 
Cooper rider et. al out of Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio, 
are the ones who really came up with appreciative inquiry. They actually said 
that businesses will grow toward their highest possible vision of the future. Like 
the best future they can imagine for themselves, that is where businesses will 
tend to grow. So, as you think about growing your business, the first thing I 
encourage you with is the idea that you need to experiment. You need to try all 
different sorts of things to see what leads to growth. 

Scott: But second, experiments shouldn't just be willy-nilly. They should be in line with 
what your highest possible vision is for your future as a bookkeeping firm. What 
is the best client you can imagine? What is the best firm that you can imagine? 
Instead of just making a strategic plan, like what do I need to do every day, 
develop a vision, an imagination, a vivid picture for where you want to be three 
years from now, five years from now. What would it look like if you were as 
successful with the best clients that you could possibly have? And then there are 
all sorts of processes out here like appreciative inquiry that can help you say, 
okay, what's my dream? How can I get there? What do I need to do to make this 
dream a reality? 

Scott: Another resource that I really, really like here is thinking about your vision for 
your firm as a painting or a portrait. And you see there's kind of four different 
levels here. There's beyond the horizon, there's background, there's mid ground 
and there's foreground. A lot of people will focus on, okay, what's the long-term 
picture beyond the horizon, or maybe they'll focus on the foreground. Like what 
do I need to do tomorrow? But think about a full-fledged picture for your firm. 
Start with that beyond the horizon. What is my ultimate vision? What's my 
dream for myself and my team and my practice? Then really start to think about 
what's in the background, the mid ground and the foreground. 

Scott: Or you can think about it this way. Here's your long-term beyond the horizon. 
What's your one big goal, your big vision? But then maybe break down your 
three-year vision into like four big chunks. What are four huge things I could 
accomplish over the next three years that would get me closer to that vision? 
And what should I be focused on this next year, what's one big thing to 
accomplish this next year? And then at the lowest level there, foreground, what 
are things you can be doing every 90 days to get you toward that vision? 
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Scott: I promise we're going to talk about payroll here in a second, but hopefully you're 
starting to see just a little bit of a picture here for how you can find great clients 
for your practice. One, you can experiment because you never know how you're 
going to grow. And two, you can kind of develop a vivid description of what your 
dream is. And then you can break that down into actually working to achieve 
that dream. What are four objectives to accomplish in the next 90 days that will 
get you towards one big year goal that will get you closer to the four objectives 
you want to accomplish over the next three years that will help you realize your 
ultimate vision for you? Experiment with everything. Remember that you grow 
towards your highest vision of the future. 

Scott: And third, you will grow upon the trellises that you build. Plants will often grow 
upon the structures that you place around them. And I just have one simple 
point here, because I hear people say to me all the time, "You know what, I don't 
really have a need for this tool because I don't have any clients who need payroll 
yet or I don't have any clients who need online bookkeeping services yet. If I do 
have a client, I'll come back to you in the future." And my response to these 
people is the tools that you put into place will shape the type of clients that 
come to you. You probably recall the movie the Field of Dreams, I think it's like 
20 years old now. In the Field of Dreams, there's that classic phrase, if you build 
it, they will come. 

Scott: Well, when it comes to bookkeeping practices, if you put a solution in place, you 
have an accounts payable solution, you have a spend management solution, you 
have a payroll solution, you have a bank feed solution. Whatever different tech 
stack tools are out there, if you put those tools in place, if you have your solution 
for it, then you'll be able to bring in more ideal clients. As you develop your 
vision of the future, as you determine what your sun is going to be, put the tools 
in place that will support your growth toward that vision. Whether that's payroll, 
because your ideal client is going to need a payroll service, whether that's some 
kind of spend management tool, whether it's accounting, put that tool in place. 
Do the research now so that you have the trellis for your business to grow upon. 

Scott: And here's where I'll finally get, to payroll, which is kind of what we specialize 
here at Patriot. I think payroll should be one of your trellises. I think payroll 
should be a tool that you have ready to go for your business whether or not it's 
the ultimate focus of your firm or even one of the top two or three things that 
you focus upon, payroll should be in your toolbox. Let me make a brief argument 
for that. 

Scott: I hear, particularly from a lot of bookkeepers, this argument right here. "Listen, I 
know my clients want help with their payroll. But it's just too time consuming. I 
don't want to be on a beach somewhere on my vacation having to log into my 
computer and run my client's payroll for them. And I don't want all of the liability 
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that can come with offering payroll to your clients." So, I hear these two main 
objections all the time. "I feel like I could be on the hook for thousands of 
dollars. I feel like I'd have to be on the beach running my client's payroll." 

Scott: Well, there are great solutions out there to allow you to run payroll and to have 
your clients assist you in that process that it's not going to be time-consuming so 
you don't have to be on the beach doing it. And if you choose to partner with 
somebody like Patriot, we're going to take all of that liability off your shoulders 
and put it onto ours. 

Scott: Here are reasons why you should consider offering payroll. A recent survey 
found that 60% of small business owners do not want to handle their own 
payroll but will be more than willing to have an accounting professional handle it 
for them. When you do the math, that's quite a few small businesses because 
there are 30.7 million small businesses in the United States and 60% of them, 
that's some 18 million businesses, would hire you to help them with their 
payroll. And then that can be a great foot in the door service to then help them 
with their books, help them with their spend management, their account 
payable, et cetera. 18 million clients out there for you. 

Scott: And not only is it 18 million clients, it's 60 million employees are based in those 
small businesses. Almost half the US workforce is in a business that would want 
you to help them with their payroll. So, the market opportunity here in front of 
you is just quite enormous. So, I think payroll should be one of your trellises. And 
Kirstin, here would be a good time if anybody has chimed in yet with like, hey, 
can you clarify these principles that you've been talking about here? This would 
be a good time to interrupt me, ask a question, anything come in yet that you 
want me to kind of say that more fully. 

Kirstin: This goes back to when you were talking about the experimenting and stuff, the 
Flamingo Friday, well, everything sounds so much fun. But anyway, I would have 
totally come to your board game and your Flamingo Friday stuff. 

Scott: As you said, they are blast. 

Kirstin: Yeah. And I'm thinking, oh, I need to do that in my neighborhood. But anyway, 
that has nothing to do with what we're talking about now. Anyway, so when it 
comes to trying different things in our practice, like do you track what's working, 
do you try one thing at a time? Like how do you figure out what's working and 
what's not? And like how long do you give something to see if it'll work before 
you say, yeah, that's not going to work. I'm going to go over here and do this 
thing. I guess logistically, how does that work? 
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Scott: Yeah. Fascinating question. I think there's somewhat of an intuitive sense to that 
where your gut is going to tell you on the one hand this- 

Kirstin: That's bombed. 

Scott: Yeah. Like this just doesn't seem to be working. But on the other hand, if I'm 
going to go back to the analogy for my wife and me, we tried bunches of things 
in that community. I mean, it wasn't just, well, that one party didn't go well so 
let's never do that again. We ultimately didn't give up on it until we actually saw 
the fruit happening in our lives somewhere else. And so, I'll apply that now to my 
business. I do the same thing. It's like, hey, I know that a pretty good principle of 
helping accountants use our payroll software is to be active in the groups where 
they're active and to send them emails. But not during tax season. 

Scott: And so, you try these things over a course of time, but eventually we say, "Man, 
we're not seeing the results necessarily that we want to see here. We're seeing 
some but not all. So, let's supplement that with maybe a webinar or going to a 
conference or generating some inbound leads." So, I think my answer there 
would be start with the easiest step for you. Do something is the most important 
thing. For us, the neighborhood was the thing that was easiest for us because it's 
where we spent our time. If you're already in networking groups, start there by 
asking your colleagues for referrals. If you were already set up to do marketing 
via Facebook, start there and then expand from there, but have the ability to 
look at your business and say, "Wow, my best clients have come from this 
source." 

Scott: And then once you realize your best clients are coming from a certain source, do 
more there. I used to teach people the same. Experiment with everything and 
then follow the fruit. Something's bearing fruit, is being fruitful for you, keep 
going in that direction. So, I don't think it's try one thing then do a different 
thing. I think it's start with what makes the most sense to you and then find 
other things that make the most sense and have the commitment to say, "You 
know what? This thing that I invested in early on is not producing what I want it 
to, but I'm seeing results over here. So, I'm going to pivot. I'm going to give up 
the marketing campaign. I'm going to give up the cold-calling campaign. I'm 
going to pivot over to here because I'm seeing the benefits on this side." 

Scott: And then the final thing I'd say to that question is, you have to know who your 
ideal clients are. That's why I think point two is really helpful. You need a vision, 
you need a dream, you need your sun so that you know kind of what direction 
you want to grow in. You can't really say, where are my best clients coming from 
unless you know how you would define your best client. 
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Kirstin: Right. Wow. That's super helpful. And one thing that you said really stuck out to 
me is, a couple of things actually. But one was, it's sort of intuitive. As 
bookkeepers, we want data. We want to be able to say, "Okay, this percentage 
came from this place and that person." But sometimes it's not that cut and dry, I 
think, and that can be difficult for some of us to navigate that, to really rely on 
our intuition and things like that. So, yeah, that was pretty big for me. And also, 
just start. I also think that some of us have a tendency, we want to figure it all 
out first and then start. But sometimes you get in your own way when you do 
that. So, I like the advice to just start, do something. See what works. 

Scott: And that really goes back to the Marshmallow Challenge. In 30 seconds, you can 
stick three sticks of spaghetti in the bottom of marshmallow and create a TP 
that'll give you a tower that's, I don't know, 10 inches tall. Over half of adult 
groups end up with a tower that is zero because it falls at the end. When the 
timer expires, the tower falls. If they had just started with something really 
simple, they would have at least had 10 inches. But most of them end up with 
zero because they're not willing to start with simple. They want to build 
something big and complex first. 

Kirstin: Oh, wow. When you first started telling that story, I thought that you were going 
to say that the reason the kindergartners, the reason that they build better 
structures is because they work together better or something like that. You 
surprised me because I had never heard of this challenge before, but it's just nice 
to be trying different things, yeah. 

Scott: Yeah. And they try early and often too. Like their first, they have data on this, 
they put the marshmallow on top of their structure usually about four minutes 
in. And adults will usually put the marshmallow on top about 17 minutes in out 
of the 18 minutes. So, start simple, start small, experiment and you'll find 
something. And I would encourage those who are listening to this, experiment 
with payroll services. I have seen so many folks successfully say to small 
businesses, "Hey, I offer payroll. I can do it for you really affordable." And then 
they kind of upsell them from there into their more profitable services. 

Scott: But I'll be honest with you. It doesn't work for everybody. And so, if payroll 
doesn't work for the folks who are on here, you got to be willing to abandon it. 
And that's the beauty of working with a partnership like Patriot is it's free to 
learn the tool, free to get set up with the tool. And so, you can have it, you can 
market it, you can tell people about it. If it works, great, you're ready to go. If it 
doesn't, you're not out on anything, except for maybe just a little bit of time to 
get set up. But yeah, great conversation around kind of that idea of 
experimentation. I started with it for a reason because I think it's super helpful in 
so many walks of life. 
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Kirstin: Yeah, it is. And you actually made me think of another question. I'm going to hog 
the questions, I think. 

Scott: Do it. 

Kirstin: But with the payroll and offering that and then upselling from there, are you 
saying that it might help to only offer payroll to people or to businesses and not 
necessarily bookkeeping as well and then move into bookkeeping also? Or how 
has that worked for some of your other clients? 

Scott: Absolutely. That can be a great strategy. I see on payroll often we use as just an 
add on service. If the client demands it, I'll provide it to them as a way to keep 
them loyal and as a sticky service is what we like to call it. That's totally fine. But 
on the flip side, it can be a great foot in the door service. I have large firms now, 
large clients who I'll kid you not, they offer it as what you might have heard the 
phrase before as a loss leader. You know how grocery stores will put the stuff on 
the end caps that they lose money on just to get you in the store. And then they 
hope that you spend money elsewhere. 

Scott: So, I have clients who offer payroll for freak. They eat the entire cost just to get 
the businesses in the door. And then they know like, hey, I'm going to be in 
touch with them on a regular basis, I'm going to earn their trust, then I'll be able 
to upsell them to my multi-thousand dollar a month bookkeeping package. And 
so, it's going to be worth the profit there. Now, I don't think offering it free is 
exactly the right move for most folks. I'd say offer it at so, least a modest 
profitability rate. And because Patriot at least provides it so affordably, that it 
can be something you can either do at cost or you can do for a pretty affordable 
rate with the intention of finding the profitability in the higher-level advisory 
services. 

Kirstin: Okay. That is something I had never thought of before, because like you said, it's 
usually seen as just kind of this add-on thing, not to lead with it. 

Scott: Yeah. It's a missing middle ground for sure. There’re definitely payroll bureaus 
out there who run only payroll and there's people who avoid it or only do it as 
little as possible. And I feel like the middle ground is a bit missing where there's 
people who utilize it strategically to gain their ideal clients. 

Scott: Let me pivot just a little bit if it's okay just for the sake of time here into 
evaluating the partnership that Patriot provides. I would like to promote the way 
we partner with clients here because I do think it's an effective tool here. Here's 
why I think the partnership that Patriot offers really stands out above the rest 
when it comes to payroll. What's unique about Patriot is that we allow you 
complete and total control of the client relationship. We're only going to bill our 
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partners directly. We never build their clients. We're only going to offer 
customer support to our partners directly. We allowed them to maintain that 
status of go-to advisor to their clients. 

Scott: And then we do encourage our partners to co-brand the software. And I do need 
to log out and to show you this here. Here's a sample of our portal and what I 
mean by co-branding the software is this. I'll use this little Switch up here to 
change over to a different company. In the current company I'm in, you can see 
the Patriot purple, our logo, our name's over there. If you co-brand it, you can 
change the color scheme. You can change the logo here. The firm name would 
appear up in the address bar. The website would be approvedpayroll.com. The 
only place that Patriot's going to show up at all actually is down here in this little 
copyright statement. It'd say you firm, powered by Patriot software. 

Scott: And the reason why Patriot provides this kind of co-branding for free is we really 
do believe this second point here, that your client derives value from you. Not 
your software provider and not some online company, they're getting value from 
you the bookkeeper, the accountant, the professional with them on the ground. 
Whether that's geographic with them or whether that's virtual, you are a live 
human support system giving value to your clients. So, we keep our hands as far 
away from your clients as we possibly can when you choose to offer payroll 
services to your clients through our software. 

Scott: We also try to be just an excellent partner with you. We give you three different 
levels of support when you work with us. You have a dedicated success 
representative who's going to help you successfully use our software for your 
clients. You have our general customer support team. And then usually you're 
going to have the salesperson you talk to as well, providing you three levels of 
support so that you never have to experience stress or uncertainty when using 
our software. 

Scott: And then lastly, I'd like to say is we're going to be one of the best combinations 
out there of affordability and automation. You can find more affordable 
solutions that don't provide the automation. You might be able to find some 
more automated solutions that charge you a whole lot more for it. I find that 
Patriot is actually in quite a sweet spot when it comes to combining together 
software that's affordable with software that's also quite automated. 

Scott: What I'd like to do here is just put this chart up. And if you have the ability at 
home, just go ahead and take a screenshot of this if you'd like to see the 
different pricing that we offer to our advisors. We have full service and basic 
payroll. The full service will automate 100% of the payroll tax process for you. 
We will collect with each payroll run, remit the payments automatically, file the 
returns automatically. The basic payroll is the exact same thing but it does not 
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collect, file or deposit the taxes for you. Most bookkeepers will choose this full-
service payroll here because it allows them to have some automation and 
affordability. 

Scott: We can talk about this later if anybody has a question about the differences 
between the products. But where I'll kind of go from here is just a quick overview 
of the software, Kirstin, if that seems like the appropriate time to do so to try to 
give folks an imagination for how payroll, maybe through our platform, could be 
something they could very easily offer to their clients, whether it's an 
experiment, whether it's a foot in the door type service. Does now seem like an 
okay time to just give it a five, 10-minute overview? 

Kirstin: Mm-hmm (affirmative). And we've had a couple of comments. Someone has 
written in saying they loved Patriot service and help and co-branding. It was 
funny we had a question come in right before you started talking about the co-
branding asking about co-branding. So that was perfect timing. So, yeah, that's 
awesome that you do that. 

Scott: Yeah. Co-branding is entirely free and you simply send us a logo and we'll take 
care of it for you. You can say, hey, change the color if you want, but it's entirely 
free. And the reason why I think that's particularly important for bookkeeping 
firms in general is often it is a solopreneur. It's just one person building a 
business. And before you have a staff, it can feel overwhelming to offer payroll 
services to your clients. So, we recommend that you set your client up as a user 
and you give them access to their payroll account. It's super easy to do. All you 
have to do is enter in your client's email, choose their company. If they have 
multiple companies, you can give them access to multiple companies if you need 
to. Then you just choose your permission levels here. 

Scott: These company level permissions pertain to your bookkeeping firm. Payroll is 
currently an all or nothing access. The upside of this for you is your clients can do 
everything in the software. They can add new employees, you can fully train 
them how to do payroll. You can train them to do everything and you can just be 
the advisor. What I find most profitable for most bookkeepers is kind of the 
setup and assist model. You get them onto this software. Maybe you charge a 
fee to get them set up, and then you're kind of their advisor or their assistant 
moving forward where you're checking in on a monthly or a quarterly basis to 
make sure everything looks good, but they're actually given full access to do 
their own payroll here. And we're not really focused on the accounting software 
here, but Patriot does have accounting software comparable to a QBO that has a 
lot of permission levels here for you as well. 

Scott: So, just a couple other things that I think are worth noticing. Just to point out the 
ease of use of the software. And then I'm going to stop talking and see where 
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your folks want to take the conversation here. We do have a couple of client 
management features here. The Switch, I already showed you, allows you to 
scroll through and easily find your clients. You can also type by name. The 
Manage Company's tab. Here is going to be where you'll come to see a list of all 
your clients in some more detail, all different sorts of data here for you. A couple 
things that are worth noting. If you ever have a client who deactivates on our 
software for whatever reason, you can toggle them on here and you'll never lose 
access to the data. 

Scott: I also find it helpful just to show how we try to be as easy as possible for you to 
use our software. Click on this question mark here and you'll be taken right to a 
help article related to this page. Click on the TV, you'll get a little training video. 
Let's say you're co-branding the software and you don't want your clients to see 
our training stuff because it's brand new with us. No problem. You can turn 
those hints off right down here and your clients won't see them. Also, this is only 
for our advisors. Your clients don't see this tab, but you have this get help button 
right up here that will say don't ever email us. It's really slow to email our 
support team, but do give us a call or chat in with us Monday through Friday 
8:00 AM to 8:00 PM, we will be live and available to assist you. In reality, this is 
more like five to 10 minutes, never 20 minutes, but we like to under promise and 
over deliver so we make that a little bit longer than it actually is. 

Scott: I won't take a ton of time here because we could spend hours really detailing a 
Patriot's payroll functionality. But this is just a glimpse at our payroll screen. This 
is about as complicated as you can make our screen, because I've turned on a 
bunch of different frequencies, a bunch of different locations that I've done a 
bunch of different hourly rates and departments and tons of different hour types 
and money types. So, the screen looks kind of complicated right now. If you have 
pretty simple clients on the payroll side of things, you can make this as simple as 
possible. Maybe all it will say is regular hours. So, this interface here, really all 
I'm trying to say, we will make it as simple as it can be. But as you add features, 
we will add them to the screen for you. 

Scott: We keep it super easy for you to use. We'll just enter in a couple hours for these 
people here. You'll see your hourly employees first. They can have up to five 
hourly rates, which can be assigned to unique department if you need to. All 
these hour types and money types are fully customizable. You tell us what you 
want to appear and not appear. And then our salaried employees will be right 
down here. They have little toggle buttons saying do you want to pay them or 
not? We'll say, "Joe, we're mad at him this week. So, we're going to turn off his 
salary. Sarah, we can enter some hours for because we're accruing time off for 
her even though she's salaried." And then really all I want to say is you can pay 
contractors on the same payroll run if you want. Just click this little box. You can 
also pay contractors separately over here. W2 employees and 1099 contractors 
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are the same price. Patriot will file the W2's for free and the 1099s for free if 
you're using our full-service payroll. 

Scott: And then I just want to show you here, kind of to finish up and then I'll let you 
ask some questions. Show you this here is kind of the approval screen. We will 
say, "Hey, here's when your tax is going to be collected." The day before pay 
date, we will pull the taxes. I do a lot of demos. That's why my payday is way in 
the future. And here's when the direct deposit withdrawal will happen. For our 
business clients who come directly to Patriot, they are given a four-day direct 
deposit lead time just to mitigate our risk that their money won't clear, but for 
our accounting partners who work with us, we provide two day expedited direct 
deposit. So, process Wednesday by 8:00 PM for a Friday morning payroll, for 
example. 

Scott: If you want to break down this approval screen into more details, you can do so 
here with this little toggle button and you'll see it broken out. When it looks 
good to you, you hit approve payroll and all you have to do after this is print any 
paychecks that you might want. Patriot will do the direct deposit. Patriot will 
collect the taxes. Patriot will remit those payments for you. And Patriot will file 
those returns for you as well. We do here, on the settings tab, we do integrate 
with QuickBooks to make life easy for you. So, you can map it over to 
QuickBooks desktop and you hit export payroll over here to download an IIF file. 
Or if you use QuickBooks online, we will pull that data over into QuickBooks 
online for you automatically. 

Scott: So, in conclusion, before I allow for some Q&A, whether it's about features, 
business strategies, et cetera, I encourage all of you to be experimental with the 
way you go about finding clients. Try a bunch of different things. Get ideas from 
friends. See what works. Start with what's simple, start with what you can afford, 
start with what you know how to do and build it from there. Build something 
really simple. See if it works. As it starts to work, raise that marshmallow up to 
new heights. While you're doing that, keep in mind that your business will grow 
toward your sun, toward your highest vision of the future for your business. I 
encourage you to look up appreciative inquiry or to look up the book, it was 
called God Dreams that had that vision process in it. 

Scott: And really work through painting a beautiful picture for where you want your 
business to be. And then as that picture becomes clear for you, think to yourself, 
what tools do I need to have in place that will allow me to get there, even if that 
tool doesn't seem like I need it right now? You don't need a trellis when your 
plant is in the ground and is just a little seedling. But for that plant to grow, it 
needs those trellises and support structures in place. And then if what I say has 
any bearing on how you do your business, I encourage you to think about how 
payroll can fit into your business model, whether it's with us here at Patriot or 
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through another solution that you prefer. I have seen it time and again just be 
not only a profit generator, but a way to find new clients and a way to keep 
existing clients in the door. 

Scott: If you choose Patriot, we try to make it as simple for you as possible. We try to 
give you a nice, easy software here to use with a very clean interface. We give 
you an employee portal that looks like this where all your employees or your 
clients can do all sorts of stuff. And we take a lot of the responsibility off your 
shoulders that you can focus on building your business and we can focus on all 
the compliance, liability, timeliness, and accuracy for you. 

Scott: And that my friends is all I have for you here this afternoon. I'll put this up on the 
screen while we enter into Q&A so you can write this down if you need to. 
Would love to hear from you if you have questions, criticisms, comments. Be 
happy to receive them. Here's my contact info. We do have a free guide that we 
offer on how to really launch payroll services to your clients. It's pretty helpful 
tool. Just email me and I'll get it over your way. And I can also kind of provide a 
free consultation on maybe how you can start experimenting with payroll for 
your clients. But Kirstin, let me hand it back to you and let you maybe drive the 
remaining 10, 15 minutes with questions that you have or questions that are 
coming in. 

Kirstin: Okay, awesome. We had a question more about the co-branding. I think I heard 
you say that they would just upload their logo. Is there a certain place in the 
settings or something or do they have to email it or how do they go about 
getting the logo to Patriot to co-brand? 

Scott: Yeah, great question. It used to always be just email it to our team and then we 
make it for you. There's a feature kind of in beta right now where you just 
upload it yourself and it co-brands it to you with like a default color scheme. If 
you want a very specific color scheme in the software, if you have like a real 
unique color to your logo and you want a specific scheme, then you would need 
to email us and we can change the color scheme for you as well. So, kind of both. 
Both is kind of the answer to that question. 

Kirstin: Yeah. Okay. Awesome. Let's see, another question was, can Scott confirm the 
basics, all electronic onboarding and maintenance for employees, automatic 
generation and communication of W2s, sell the pay contractor but does it collect 
W9 and communicate not just file completed 1099? And if the employee doesn't 
select direct deposit, are checks mailed? So, there were a lot of questions in that 
one question. Let you know if you need me to take them one at a time. 

Scott: No, let me do quite a few of them. Checks. Patriot does not mail checks for you. 
That just would increase the cost too significantly. So, we make it very easy for 
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you or your clients to come in here and print the payrolls yourself. If you have 
any payroll that needs to be printed, you'll see a list of all the ones you haven't 
printed yet. I never print mine, which is why they're on here. You'd simply click 
here and you can download your paychecks to be printed or download any direct 
deposit stubs that you want to print. 

Scott: While we're talking about checks, I'll just show very quickly over here all sorts of 
different paycheck printing options from none to stub only to on top to on 
bottom to I'm using blank check stock or pre-printed check stock. If you're using 
a blank check stock, you give us the information you want us to print on here. 
You can choose from all these different options. You can include e-signatures, et 
cetera. So, you or the client would print paychecks or a lot of our people will just 
like email check stubs to their clients and then the client might even hand write a 
check. Totally up to you how you want to do that for live checks. 

Scott: Now, W2s was also on there if I'm remembering correctly. So, this is a sample of 
our employee portal here. Patriot does not yet have full employee onboarding 
where you would send them a link to this portal and they would just enter in all 
their information. But we do kind of have partial onboarding because the 
employees can edit a ton of information about themselves here. They can edit 
their personal info, everything except their social security number. They can edit 
their unlimited number of direct deposit accounts that they can have. They can 
edit their W4 over here. So, they can edit their withholdings and you would see a 
nice audit log every time they change their withholding. So, you could change it 
back in case they mess it up. 

Scott: And then they can also view their W2s over here, which is what the question 
was. W2s will be put in the employee portal automatically once they are 
generated and filed. If the employee consents to electronic delivery, then you 
get a notification over here. Under reports, you'd get a notification in the W2 
forms. When you click there, you'll see that Scott here is wonderful and he has 
consented to electronic delivery and these challenging employees of ours have 
not. So, they need paper copies, and here you'd be able to say, okay, we don't 
need to print one for Scott, but let's go ahead and print the others based on our 
layout, et cetera. And then you or the client would be responsible for distributing 
the paper copies of the W2 to the employee needs. Same with 1099 contractors. 
We will file the 1099s. We will file the W2s. We do not remit them to the 
contractors or the employees. Kirstin, what else is in that question? There is 
maybe a couple more things that I'm- 

Kirstin: Yeah. Do you collect W9s from contractors? 

Scott: We do not, no. 
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Kirstin: Okay. Is there anything else in there? I think that covered all those questions for 
that one. And next question, are there reports to view and save that give you 
back up documentation? 

Scott: Sure. Here are the reports here and the nice thing with Patriot, just to mention it 
again, is you never lose access to these accounts. Even if your client goes out of 
business or your client says Patriot wasn't the platform for me or they no longer 
use you as a bookkeeper, you'll always be able to come in here and run the 
reports. Under this reports tab, you have payroll tax reports. You'll have your 
what we've collected, what's been deposited. Your quarterly packet filings will 
be in here. I don't actually have any in this one, but our online demo does if you 
want to see what the quarterly filings look like, some COVID related reports here 
for you. And then here are your more like I need some data, let me run it and 
save it. 

Scott: So just to show you one, you can see there's a variety here from your deductions 
and contributions to tracking by department, to workers comp reports. But the 
payroll details report is kind of one nice example. You can choose what sources 
of data you want to include. You can group it by paycheck or maybe just want to 
see year to date totals, and you run the report and it will show up for you in this 
kind of format on the screen. Looks kind of like a check stub, but you can print 
out the report and it will download a PDF for you on your computer that looks 
nice and generic, or you can download it to a CSV here. 

Scott: Here is an example of what a generic report looks like in our software. One thing 
to note is it does currently have powered by Patriot on it for COVID related 
purposes that it looks like an official payroll report and not something you 
created. If you're co-branding, we don't put this on here for you, but you can 
request it be there in case you need it for like a forgiveness application or 
something like that. Do you think that answered the question about the reports? 
Was that enough information on the different reports available? 

Kirstin: I think so. I guess we'll find out if it wasn't. So, I guess ask the question again if 
that did not answer your question. And then what would you say the Patriot 
value add is for an employer that goes with Square just because they use it for 
POS. Square has payroll, and so they just, oh, I might as well use Square payroll 
since I'm already using the POS. What might be a way that Patriot would be a 
value add for that client? 

Scott: That's a good question. I'm wondering if it'd be wrong of me to say there may 
not be actually for that client a ton of value in switching to Patriot. Square, 
obviously the integration between their POS and their payroll software is going 
to be a lot nicer than what Patriot's going to provide. We do have our own time 
and attendance software if they're using Square POS also for time and 
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attendance. But that data's not going to as easily import into Patriot. Now, in 
general I would say Patriot's a much more popular payroll software than Square 
in total. But if your clients are already set up with Square POS, it may make more 
sense in that case to keep them on Square. Now, you might find Patriot is going 
to be a little better customer support, a little better pricing and maybe more 
accurate in some of the tax stuff simply because payroll is really what we do and 
the tax is what we do, and it's a little more of an afterthought for Square. That 
would be about as far as I can say with that particular question. 

Kirstin: Yeah. He says, I appreciate the honesty there, plus for Patriot. I mean, and I 
guess that makes sense. If it's not broke necessarily, then don't fix it. 

Scott: Yeah, absolutely. 

Kirstin: Unless there seems to be a need for it. So that's great. What do you recommend- 

Scott: Our statements would you be so substantial that you would be worth whatever 
you might lose, yeah. 

Kirstin: Yeah. What do you recommend for a single employee owner of an S-Corp? 

Scott: I recommend Patriot for sure. No, I mean, I really do, and that is very popular 
type of client for us, one, because we only charge per employee when they're 
actually paid in a given month. So, if a single member is being paid yearly or 
quarterly, if they're not doing monthly pays, then you're not going to pay the per 
employee fee. And so, I mean, that's only 15, 20 bucks over the course of a year 
maybe, but every little bit, that stays in your pocket helps or your client's pocket. 

Scott: And also, it's just such a simple platform that you can set your clients up to do it 
themselves or you can do it for them. We'll allow you to do their health 
contribution. The health insurance, you can do it in one box on it at the end of 
the year, or you can do it with each payroll run. So, like we just, we have the 
settings in here that you're going to want for them. I kid you not I have a firm 
bringing over 150 of them this week from a previous platform that is ending and 
bringing them over to Patriot because it's just a really great fit for single S-Corp 
owners. 

Kirstin: You said something that has been an issue with some of my own personal 
clients. There's one in particular that they have a lot of employees but not all 
employees work every paycheck. For example, they have 65 employees kind of 
on the rolls and it's not that they are deactivated or terminated, they're just such 
seasonal employees that they might work this week but not next week. And then 
they might work in a month again, things like that. So, if they were to be on 
Patriot payroll, are you saying that they would only get charged for the 
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employees that actually got paid that time or would we have to be constantly 
making them active, inactive, terminate, bring them back, that type of thing? 

Scott: Right. The nice thing with Patriot, you can leave them active. If they are paid in a 
given month, we do bill you monthly for the employee fee, not per transaction. 
So, if that employee is not paid in a given month, you can leave them active and 
we will not bill you for them in that month. 

Kirstin: Okay. Good to know. Thank you. 

Scott: Yeah, it's definitely a nice feature. Saves you the headache of having to 
remember who was active, who wasn't. 

Kirstin: Yeah. Oh, here we've got somebody. Can we sell Patriot as a total accounting 
program? I would like to move clients away from QBO. The issue I see is 
integration with other softwares. Do you have a list of applications that Patriot 
accounting integrates with? 

Scott: Yeah, that's a good question. Whoever asked that, if you want to email me, or if 
anybody wants to email me, we did recently do a webinar for the accounting 
software that I have a recording out just under an hour. I recommend playing it 
like one and a half speed so you don't have to spend a whole hour doing it. But 
I'd be happy to send a link to that if anybody would like to see that. It's a pretty 
nice overview of what the software does. You can definitely sell Patriot as a full 
package. Again, I like to be really kind of transparent with where things are. Our 
payroll product is our bread-and-butter flagship product. It's what we're most 
known for. The accounting is quickly catching up. It's maturing rapidly. We are 
spending a lot of time developing that and making it even more competitive, 
particularly for accountants. Plenty of small business owners use it for 
themselves. But we're working on adding the features and functionality that 
accountants really respect. 

Scott: In terms of integrations, we don't have any direct integrations with like the 
bill.com or the Dexts or other kind of tech stack. It's just not been Patriot's MO 
for the course of its life. However, the industry has really gone that direction. 
Everybody seems to integrate with everybody. So, I'm really hopeful that within 
the next few year, a lot of those integrations are going to be added. Currently, 
they're not there. Really the only things we integrate with are our payroll 
integrates with QuickBooks products, QB Time, formerly known as TSheets, and 
then both QuickBooks Desktop and QBO can have our payroll information sent 
over to them. 

Kirstin: Building off of that last comment, do you provide a payroll journal entry for non-
integrating accounting systems, for example, Xero? 
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Scott: Yeah. The work that I see people do in that regard would be to take the payroll 
details report and download it as a CSV, or I think slightly more popular folks will 
do the IIF file for QuickBooks. We'll download that and then we'll convert that to 
something that they can put into Xero or we have people who have built their 
own accounting platforms that convert the IIF in there. It's not the most popular 
option but people definitely do it. I cannot speak to whether or not we will add 
integrations with Xero or FreshBooks or whomever down the road, but currently 
it would be either taking the IIF file and converting it if you're pretty tech savvy 
or running the payroll details report as a CSV, and then either uploading that or 
just using it as a report to get into your accounting software of choice. 

Kirstin: Great. Well, we are just about out of time. And we handily are out of questions 
as well. So, I really appreciate you talking with us Scott today. You've been super 
helpful. I am actually going to rewatch this later because I learned a lot actually. 
Lot of new ideas that I had never thought of before. So, I personally I'm thrilled 
that you talked with us today and I'm sure that everybody else did as well. So, 
thank you again. 

Scott: Yes, it's been delightful. Happy to do it and thanks so much for the invitation, 
Kirstin, and hopefully I get to see you all out and about at some conferences here 
pretty soon. 

Kirstin: Yes. Sounds great. Thanks everyone. Have a great rest of your Monday. Bye-bye. 

 


